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Abstract
Automated medical coding, an essential task for
healthcare operation and delivery, makes unstructured data manageable by predicting medical codes
from clinical documents. Recent advances in deep
learning models in natural language processing
have been widely applied to this task. However, it
lacks a unified view of the design of neural network
architectures for medical coding. This review proposes a unified framework to provide a general understanding of the building blocks of medical coding models and summarizes recent advanced models under the proposed framework. Our unified
framework decomposes medical coding into four
main components, i.e., encoder modules for text
feature extraction, mechanisms for building deep
encoder architectures, decoder modules for transforming hidden representations into medical codes,
and the usage of auxiliary information. Finally, we
discuss key research challenges and future directions.
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across the globe. Specific versions of ICD include ICD-9,
ICD-9-CM, ICD-10, and ICD-11. Most ICD-9 codes consist
of three digits to the left of a decimal point and one or two
digits to the right. Some ICD-9 codes have “V” or “E” in
front of the digits, representing preventive health services and
environmental causes of health problems. Figure 1 shows a
fragment of the patient’s clinical note with ICD-9-CM codes
assigned. The ICD-9-CM created by the US National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS) is an adaptation of ICD-9 codes
used in the United States.
Clinical Note
..... the old patient with
hypertension end
stage oxygen
dependent chronic
obstructive
pulmonary disease
...... was intubated on
arrival to ......

Diagnosis Code

401.9

Medical
Coding
Model

496

Unspecified essential
hypertension
Chronic airway
obstruction
Procedure Code

96.71

Insertion of
endotracheal tube

Figure 1: A medical coding model maps an example clinical note to
the corresponding ICD procedure and diagnosis codes.

Introduction

Healthcare workers write clinical notes about a patient’s
health status to document their insights and observations for
further diagnosis decision support. Clinical notes as freetext descriptions are an essential component of Electronic
Health Records (EHRs), which contain patient medical history, symptom description, lab test result summary, reasons
for diagnoses, and daily activities. In typical medical classification systems, diagnosis codes identify a patient’s diseases, disorders, symptoms, and specific reasons for the hospital visit. In contrast, procedural codes or intervention codes
identify surgical, medical, or diagnostic interventions. Diagnosis codes assigned by a trained health professional act as
the standard translation of written patient descriptions. With
procedural codes, diagnostic coding is an integral part of the
clinical coding process in health information management.
The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) system,
maintained by the World Health Organization (WHO), is one
of the most widely-used coding system, adopted in countries
∗
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Accurate medical code assignment plays a vital role in patients’ paperwork such as hospital records, medical charts,
visit summaries, and bills to ensure patients get proper treatment and are charged appropriately and avoid unnecessary
testing and treatments [Campbell et al., 2001; Stanfill et al.,
2010]. It helps statistics collection such as health statistics
and causes of death. Moreover, on the patient side, medical
coding delivers standardized treatment aligned with specific
insurance codes to help patients get insurance reimbursement
for medical expenses. Manual code assignment by a trained
human coder is labor-intensive and error-prone [Hsia et al.,
1988; Farzandipour et al., 2010]. Incorrect coding can lead
to adverse consequences such as billing mistakes and mistreatment. Thus, intelligent automated coding systems are
developed as a recommendation system to empower human
coders to allocate correct medical codes to clinical notes.
Automatic medical code assignment uses feature engineering techniques and machine learning-based classifiers to
predict medical codes from clinical nodes [Crammer et al.,
2007]. Traditional medical coding systems deploy the rule-

based method [Farkas and Szarvas, 2008], select manual feature [Medori and Fairon, 2010], and apply machine learningbased classification models such as Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and Bayesian ridge regression [Lita et al., 2008]. The
hierarchical structure of the code system, depicted as a tree
structure with multiple levels, is a basic pattern for improving the automated coding method. For example, Perotte et
al. [2014] adopted the ICD hierarchy and developed flat and
hierarchical SVM for diagnosis code classification. Kavuluru et al. [2015] explored explicit co-occurrence relations between codes. The breakthrough of natural language processing (NLP) with deep neural networks has led to neural classifiers with word embedding and representation learning. Neural methods for medical text encoding intensively use recurrent neural networks (RNNs), convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), and neural attention mechanisms, where parameter
selection is an important issue [Liu et al., 2021].
However, two main challenges remain in processing medical text and automated coding. (1) Noisy and Lengthy Clinical Notes. Clinical notes contain many professional medical vocabularies and noisy information such as non-standard
synonyms and misspellings. They are usually lengthy documents containing many types of clinical information such
as health profiles, lab tests, radiology reports, operative reports, and medications. Thus, they typically have hundreds
or even thousands of words. Some patients with long hospital stays may have much longer written notes. (2) Largescale Imbalanced Medical Codes. Medical notes are associated with multiple diagnoses, which is usually treated as a
multi-label extreme classification problem containing a large
label set. The high-dimensional label space has thousands of
codes. For example, ICD9 and ICD10 coding systems have
more than 14,000 and 68,000 codes, respectively. Moreover,
because of the existence of common diseases and rare diseases, the distribution of medical codes in an EHR system
has the class imbalance issue, also known as the long-tail phenomenon.
Contributions Previous neural methods devise various network architectures to improve the predictive performance.
However, there is no unified study on medical coding models, nor an insightful analysis of the overall model architecture’s submodules to solve the challenges mentioned earlier.
This paper proposes an encoder-decoder framework (Fig. 2)
to unify existing advanced medical coding models. It discusses the effect of different building blocks to resolve the
challenges of medical coding. We provide a complete guideline for researchers or practitioners to develop efficient neural
networks for automated medical coding and analyze the critical problems for tackling the existing challenges. Besides, we
discuss the evaluation of medical coding and its real-world
practice. Finally, we summarize the recent research trends,
limitations, and point out several vital directions for future
research.
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A Unified Encoder-Decoder Framework

We propose a unified encoder-decoder framework for automated medical coding, which is illustrated in Fig. 2. The encoder modules take clinical notes as inputs and learn hidden

representations, described in Sec. 2.1. We also introduce and
summarize mechanisms for making the architectures deep in
Sec. 2.2. The decoder modules decode the hidden representations to predict the code probability (Sec. 2.3). During the encoding and decoding, auxiliary information such as code hierarchy and textual descriptions can also be applied for enhancing representation learning and improving decoding, which is
discussed in Sec. 2.4. We summarize recent models in Table 1 under the proposed unified framework and review them
in the following subsections.
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Figure 2: An illustration of the unified encoder-decoder framework
for automated medical coding

2.1

Encoder Modules

Recent deep learning-based models use word embedding
techniques and develop complex neural network architectures to learn rich text features for automatic medical code
assignment. A clinical note with n words is denoted as
{x0 , . . . , xn }. Its word embedding matrix, typically built
by word2vec [Mikolov et al., 2013], is denoted as X =
[w1 , . . . , wn ]T ∈ Rn×de , where de is the dimension of word
vectors. Recent publications also use contextualized embeddings such as representations pretrained by bidirectional
transformers (BERT). The encoder modules of various neural
architectures further process embeddings to learn rich hidden
representations. This section introduces various neural encoder modules that have been developed in recent years.
Recurrent Neural Encoders
Recurrent neural networks model the temporal sequences
via their internal states and capture sequential dependencies.
Thus, they have been widely applied to textual sequence modeling and clinical note encoding. Generally, the recurrent
neural encoder outputs a hidden representation Hl ∈ Rn×dh
of the l-th layer: Hl = RNN(X), where n is the number of
words and dh is the dimension of the hidden representation.
Shi et al. [2017], one of the first works on applying RNNs
for medical coding, developed an Attentive LSTM network.
This model encodes clinical descriptions and long titles of
ICD codes jointly with hierarchical text representations and
uses an attention mechanism for matching important diagnosis snippets. Mullenbach et al. [2018] used a simplified gated
recurrent unit with bi-direction as a baseline system for medical coding, where the last hidden representations are used

Table 1: A summary of representative models under the unified encoder-decoder framework
Models
Attentive LSTM [Shi et al., 2017]
HA-GRU [Baumel et al., 2018]
LAAT [Vu et al., 2021]
MT-RAM [Sun et al., 2021b]
BiCapsNetLE [Bao et al., 2021]
CAML-DR [Mullenbach et al., 2018]
MVC-LDA [Sadoughi et al., 2018]
MultiResCNN [Li and Yu, 2020]
HyperCore [Cao et al., 2020]
GatedCNN-NCI [Ji et al., 2021b]
Fusion [Luo et al., 2021]
C-MemNN [Prakash et al., 2017]
KSI [Bai and Vucetic, 2019]
MSATT-KG [Xie et al., 2019]
CAIC [Teng et al., 2020]

Encoders

Deep Connections

Decoders

Auxiliary Data

Attentive LSTM
Hierarchical GRU
BiGRU
BiGRU
BiLSTM+CapsNet
CNN
Multi-view CNN
CNN
CNN+Hyperbolic Geometry
Gated CNN
Compressed CNN
Memory Networks
CNN/RNN
CNN+Attention
CNN/RNN

Stacking
Stacking
Stacking
RAM
Stacking
Stacking
Stacking
Residual Network
Stacking
Embedding Injection
Residual Network
Stacking
Stacking
Stacking
Stacking

Linear Layer
Attention
Attention
LAN+Multitask
Attention
LAN
Attention
LAN
LAN+GCN
NCI
Attention
Linear Layer
Linear or LAN
Attention+KG
Attention

NA.
NA.
NA.
NA.
ICD Description
ICD Description
ICD Description
NA.
ICD Hierarchy
ICD Description
NA.
NA.
Wikipedia Articles
ICD Hierarchy
ICD Description

for classification. From their pilot experiments, GRU shows
more robust predictive performance than the LSTM networkbased coding model. HA-GRU [Baumel et al., 2018] and
HLAN [Dong et al., 2021] further improved the vanilla BiGRU with hierarchical attention, including two levels on sentence and document representations.
Convolutional Neural Encoders
The success of convolutional neural networks in computer vision inspires researchers to use convolutional architecture for
medical coding. The TextCNN model [Kim, 2014] acts as a
simple but important baseline. The convolutional layer extracts local features from pretrained word vectors. The representation with max-pooling is then used for medical code
classification. CAML [Mullenbach et al., 2018] combines
multiple-filter CNN-based text encoders and an attention decoder (introduced in Sec. 2.3). DCAN [Ji et al., 2020] develops dilated convolution layers, which apply convolutions
with dilated filters to increase the receptive field. When stacking a deeper architecture, the dilation size is exponentially increased to expand the receptive field. Other models also use
the CNN-based text encoder. For example, MultiResCNN [Li
and Yu, 2020] concatenates the features of multi-filter convolutions. Similarly, MVC-LDA [Sadoughi et al., 2018]
introduces multi-view CNN by applying max-pooling over
different channels with different convolutional filters. Ji et
al. [Ji et al., 2021b] developed a Gated CNN encoder that
uses an LSTM-style gating mechanism to control the information flow. The Fusion model [Luo et al., 2021] deploys
a Compressed CNN module that applies an attention-based
soft-pooling over the features of word convolution, which reduces the number of word representations.
Neural Attention Mechanism
The neural attention mechanism computes a weighted sum
of vector values of hidden representations dependent on the
query vectors. Compared to RNN and CNN, self-attention
has been widely adopted for transfer learning, i.e. as building blocks for large pre-trained language models. This allows
to leverage the linguistic associations from massive corpora

for subsequent tasks. The superior performance gained by
BERT attracts researchers of medical coding to apply BERTbased text encoders. TransICD [Biswas et al., 2021] applies transformer text encoder and structured self-attention
to learn representations. BERT-XML [Zhang et al., 2020]
combines BERT encoders with multi-label attention. [Feucht
et al., 2021] found that Longformer achieves better results
than BERT. These attempts explore the possibility of BERT
encoders, though they do not achieve superior performance
compared with CNN or RNN-based encoders, potentially due
to the limitation of BERT to encode long documents and keywords [Gao et al., 2021].
Hierarchical Encoders
Several methods adopt hierarchical text encoders, as a
“meta”-encoder with the above encoding modules, to take the
hierarchical structure of documents into encoding and potentially solve the difficulty in encoding lengthy clinical documents that encode hierarchical elements of the long documents such as characters, words, sentences, and chunks.
Shi et al. [2017] build a hierarchical encoder with character representation, word representation, and sentence representation. Dong et al. [2021] adapted hierarchical attention
networks with label-wise word-level and sentence-level representations for an improved attention-based explanation for
each code. To make BERT-based text encoders compatible
with long clinical notes, Ji et al. [2021a] developed BERThier that divides long notes into chunks and uses another
Transformer network to encode the embeddings of different
chunks. Although the hierarchical BERT-based encoder improves the performance, it is still not as good as advanced
CNN or RNN-based models.

2.2

Building Deep Architectures

Most existing neural network-based medical coding models
have deep architectures. The most straightforward approach
uses stacking to build deep neural architectures, such as stacking multiple recurrent layers and hierarchical components
of different levels of elements as in multi-layer perceptrons.

Also, different neural blocks can be stacked into deep networks, for example, the recalibrated aggregation module [Sun
et al., 2021b] with multiple convolutional layers is built
upon a bidirectional GRU network, the MSATT-KG [Xie et
al., 2019] stacks densely connected convolutional layers and
multi-scale feature attention, and the BiCapsNetLE [Bao et
al., 2021] deploys a capsule neural network upon the BiLSTM layer to further extract features.
When encoding long clinical notes with very deep architectures, features learned by higher layers tend to capture abstract features but sometimes miss some vital information. Ji
et al. [2021b] proposed to use embedding injection to mitigate
the information loss with the increase of neural layers. The
embedding injection concatenates the original word embeddings into each intermediate

 layers of the backbone network
as: Jl = concat X, Hl , where Jl ∈ Rn×(de +dh ) are the
features with original embeddings injected.
The most widely used approach to building deep networks
for automated medical coding is to use residual connections.
Deep residual learning introduces the skip connection to
avoid the effect of the vanishing gradient. It enables the building of very deep neural network architectures. Given the input encoding vector x, the output of residual connection is
denoted as o = σ(x + G(x)), where G represents neural layers and σ is a non-linear activation function. Several medical
coding models use residual networks between stacked layers, which is denoted as: Hl+1 = σ(Hl + G(Hl )). MultiResCNN [Li and Yu, 2020] is the first to combine residual
learning with concatenation of multiple channels with different convolutional filters. The residual neural network is also
used by other follow-up works such as DCAN [Ji et al., 2020]
and Fusion [Luo et al., 2021].

2.3

Decoder Modules

After the encoder modules have extracted hidden representations of clinical notes, the decoder modules map the learned
representations into medical codes as the final classification
results via a decoding process. The hierarchical and largescale characteristics of medical codes have promoted the design of various decoder modules. This section introduces four
main types of decoder modules, including the fully connected
layer-based decoder, neural attention decoders, hierarchical
decoders utilizing the code hierarchy, and multitask decoders
that consider multiple coding systems.
Fully Connected Layer
The most straightforward decoder module is a linear fullyconnected layer, widely used in many classification tasks.
The prediction logits ŷ ∈ Rm between 0 and 1 are produced by the Sigmoid activation function with a pooling operation over the linearly projected matrix, calculated as: ŷ =
Sigmoid(Pooling(HWT )), where W ∈ Rm×dh are the linear weights for m medical codes. Medical coding models that
use a linear layer as decoder include Attentive LSTM [Shi et
al., 2017] and C-MemNN [Prakash et al., 2017].
Neural Attention Decoders
The neural attention mechanism has also been applied to decoding in addition to its usage for encoding clinical notes introduced in Sec. 2.1. One useful attention mechanism for de-

coding is the so-called Label-wise Attention Network (LAN)
which prioritizes important information in the hidden representation relevant to medical codes. The LAN-based decoder
uses the dot product attention to calculate the attention score
A ∈ Rn×m as: A = Softmax(HU), where U ∈ RhL ×m
is the query matrix of the label attention layer for m medical codes and hL is the dimension of query. By multiplying
attention A with the hidden representation, i.e., AT H, the
output of the attention layer is obtained for medical code prediction. CAML [Mullenbach et al., 2018] is the first to apply
LAN by using the attention matrix to capture the importance
of ICD code and hidden word representation pair. DCAN [Ji
et al., 2020] and MultiResCNN [Li and Yu, 2020] also use
the LAN decoder as a building block of their models. Fusion [Luo et al., 2021] deploys a similar code-wise attention
after feature aggregation. The LAN-based decoder preserves
sequential information captured by the text encoder and enables label awareness to benefit medical code classification.
LAAT [Vu et al., 2021] applies the structured self-attention
that projected the hidden representation via a linear transformation and non-linear activation as: H0 = tanh(Ws H),
where Ws ∈ Rh×dh is a weight matrix, and h is the number
of hops of the structured self-attention. In practice, LAAT set
the number of attention hops to the number of labels. Similarly, TransICD [Biswas et al., 2021] uses the structured selfattention mechanism to achieve Code-specific decoding for
automated medical code prediction.
Hierarchical Decoders
Hierarchical models that make use of the hierarchical code
structure have been studied to improve automatic coding a
long time ago [de Lima et al., 1998]. In the recent advances of
deep learning-based methods, building hierarchical decoders
is still a promising research direction. JointLAAT [Vu et al.,
2021] proposes a hierarchical joint learning method that produces the code prediction level by level according to the ICD
hierarchy. Firstly, the model predicts the normalized ICD
codes with the first three characters. Then, the first level’s
predictions are projected back to a vector and concatenated
with the label-specific representation of the second level in
the ICD hierarchy for final prediction. An earlier work by
[2019] uses three hierarchical decoding layers for ICD codes.
The hierarchical decoding-based JointLAAT outperforms the
vanilla LAAT slightly in some evaluation metrics. There is
still room for improvement by making use of the hierarchical
nature of the medical coding system.
Multitask Decoders
Medical coding models aforementioned in this section build
decoders for a single coding system. However, there exist
several different systems that have been used for different
purposes. To enable decoding of multiple coding systems
and utilize the joint learning of similar tasks, MT-RAM [Sun
et al., 2021b] deploys a multitask decoding scheme that includes two branches with label-wise attention for ICD and
CCS code prediction. As a following-up work, MARN [Sun
et al., 2021a] improves the multitask decoders with the focal
loss to balance the learning of codes with imbalanced code
frequencies.

2.4

Usage of Auxiliary Information

Auxiliary information can be utilized to enhance representation learning and improve the performance of medical coding. This section introduces the usage of auxiliary information, including implicit information such as label information via randomly initialized embeddings and explicit information (or external data) such as Wikipedia articles, textual
code description, and code hierarchy. Implicit label information has been used by most of previously introduced label attention-based models, and the joint embedding model
(LEAM) [Wang et al., 2018] that embeds labels and leverages
the compatibility between word and label embeddings to calculate attention scores. The following paragraphs review the
methods that use external data explicitly. The external data
can be applied to both encoders and decoders. When applied
to encoders, external data enhances the representation learning of clinical texts. Combining external data augmentation
with the decoding process, the external information usually
acts as the regularization for decoders.
Wikipedia Articles Wikipedia articles explain medical diagnoses in detail and are used to enhance the deep learning
model on clinical text understanding. Prakash et al. [Prakash
et al., 2017] resorted to Wikipedia as an external knowledge
source. Specifically, the authors used term search to find relevant articles to the diagnoses in clinical notes. They proposed C-MemNN with an iterative condensation of memory
representations that utilize external knowledge sources from
Wikipedia to enhance memory networks by preserving the
hierarchical structure in the memory. KSI [Bai and Vucetic,
2019] uses element-wise multiplication and attention mechanism to fuse the knowledge from Wikipedia articles into clinical notes. Considering the first three digits of ICD-9 diagnosis codes, there are 389 available Wikipedia pages. The
KSI model defines the medical coding task as a classification problem of 344 ICD codes found in the code vocabulary of the used dataset. Joint embedding of Wikipedia and
clinical notes introduces external knowledge sources to medical coding models. However, because some specific medical
codes have no corresponding Wikipedia pages, the usage of
KSI is only limited to the coding of three-digit ICD-9 codes,
i.e., diagnostic category classification. The absence of finegrained coding may lead to the ineffectiveness of medical
coding models in rare diagnoses or procedures.
Code Description The textual description of medical codes
describes the exact meaning of codes and provides extra semantic information for abstract codes. The embeddings of
code description are denoted as D ∈ Rm×dt , where m is
the number of codes, and dt is the dimension of description
embedding. Several publications utilize the code description
to enhance representation learning. CAML-DR [Mullenbach
et al., 2018] uses the word vectors of description as a regularization when optimizing the label-wise attention module.
Similarly, CAIC [Teng et al., 2020] develops cross-textual
attention to establish the connection between medical notes
and ICD codes. GatedCNN-NCI [Ji et al., 2021b] builds
fully connected interaction between notes and codes. BiCapsNetLE [Bao et al., 2021] uses embeddings of ICD descriptions to inject label information into the word embeddings of

clinical notes and the features learned by capsule networks.
DLAC [Feucht et al., 2021] proposes a description-based label attention that computes the label attention matrix with description matrix and transformed hidden representation matrix as A = Softmax HU · D> , where U ∈ Rdh ×dt is a
transformation matrix that aligns the dimensions of the hidden representation and the description matrix.
Code Hierarchy As introduced in Sec. 2.1, hierarchical decoders make use of the code hierarchy. MSATT-KG [Xie et
al., 2019] infuses code hierarchy into document representation via structured knowledge graph (KG) propagation and
label-dependent attention, where the code hierarchy is treated
as a KG, and the graph convolutional network (GCN) is used
to capture code relationships. Similar to MSATT-KG, HyperCore [Cao et al., 2020] also uses GCN to encode the code
hierarchy. Besides, it also utilizes hyperbolic embedding and
co-graph representation with code hierarchy. The hierarchical structure of the code system is a unique characteristic of
medical coding. It is an exciting research direction that has
the potential to improve coding performance and produce reliable and interpretable coding results.

3

Benchmarking and Real-World Usage

This section introduces the data for benchmarking medical
coding models and the evaluation metrics to evaluate the performance.
Data The MIMIC database, including MIMIC-II [Saeed et
al., 2011] and MIMIC-III [Johnson et al., 2016], is currently
the most popular data source for experimental study of medical coding. Searle et al. [Searle et al., 2020] argued that
the defacto gold-standard codes assigned in MIMIC-III have
not undergone secondary validation and constitute a silverstandard dataset. The publicly available MIMIC database has
promoted research on medical coding. Another recent dataset
is CodiEsp in Spanish, which mainly provides manual codes
with in-text explanations (or evidence) of 1,000 spanish clinical notes, but also English translations of the notes and publications with ICD-10 codes. The dataset was used in the
CodiEsp track in eHealth CLEF 2020 [Miranda-Escalada et
al., 2020]. In parallel to the public databases, many studies have also been conducted with private in-house patient
notes. For example, Zhang et al. [Zhang et al., 2020] used
de-identified medical notes with ICD-10 codes from a hospital in the USA. Teng et al. [Teng et al., 2020] built a dataset
of outpatient medical records with ICD-10 codes collected
from the first-class hospital in China. Rios et al. [Rios et al.,
2021] used a dataset of pathology reports with ICD-0-3 codes
collected from the Kentucky Cancer Registry. Clinical notes
from patient records have strict administrative regulations to
protect patient privacy. However, more public de-identified
data will be helpful to evaluate the generalizability of medical coding models.
Evaluation Metrics Medical coding uses evaluation metrics of the multi-label multi-class classification problem to
evaluate the predictive performance. Standard evaluation
metrics such as the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC-ROC) and F1-score with two averaging

strategies (i.e., micro and macro) and precision at k (P@k)
are used by most publications. Micro scores consider all labels jointly and consequently give more weight to frequent
labels. The hierarchical nature of medical codes leads to the
need for hierarchical evaluation. Instead of using a flat evaluation that treats each code independently, CoPHE [Falis et
al., 2021] proposes a set of metrics that represent the depth of
nodes in a hierarchy, allowing to quantify incorrect but related
codes and preserve the counts in the upper layers to assess the
issues of under- or over- prediction.
Practice in Public Health Manual medical coding in practice is not perfect, e.g., the overall medium accuracy of coding
in the UK is around 83% with large variance among studies
(50-98%) surveyed in [Burns et al., 2011]. Errors in manual coding may be due to errors or incompleteness in the patients’ data, subjectivity in choosing diagnostic codes, lack of
coding expertise, or data entry errors [Coiera, 2015]. There
are usually backlogs (of months or over a year) of records
to be coded [Alonso et al., 2020]. According to the survey in [Campbell and Giadresco, 2020], computer-assisted
coding system can potentially help improve coding accuracy,
quality, and efficiency, however, the challenges lie in the requirements in transition from a manual process to a computerassisted coding environment. Coders should be able to revise
the codes suggested by the system and be involved in the system development process [Campbell and Giadresco, 2020].
There are also other challenges in linguistics (e.g. hypothetical contexts) and data formats (e.g. hand-written notes),
etc. A recent, ongoing project on deploying NLP system for
clinical coding is CogStack for the Artificial Intelligence in
Health and Care Award in England [King’s College Hospital, 2021]. CogStack uses word embedding and concept embedding based NLP sub-module MedCAT [Kraljevic et al.,
2021] to extract contextual entities with mapping to concepts
or codes in UMLS, SNOMED, and ICD-10.

4

Discussion and Future Directions

The advances of deep learning models have significantly improved the predictive performance of medical coding. However, the current trend of leaderboard-oriented research is also
concerning. It is easy to fall into the pitfall of excessive neural
architecture engineering by chasing the scores in the leaderboard of public benchmarks but miss other critical matters.
When improving the predictive performance, the following
issues should also be carefully considered.
Clinical Relatedness Modern neural models can effectively learn textual features for given input texts. We can
usually achieve satisfactory performance with a strong classifier and appropriate training. However, whether the encoding
model can capture the clinical relatedness for medical coding is still unclear. Future work, for example, can be clinical
knowledge infusion into the neural encoders.
Class Imbalance and Hierarchical Decoding The medical coding tasks suffer from class imbalance with a long tail
of rare diagnoses in the class distribution. Nevertheless, current research considers less about the class imbalance issue,
which should be addressed in future work. The code hierarchy as prior human knowledge sheds light on the imbalanced

classes. However, how to enable global and local learning for
the whole hierarchy and local branches in the hierarchy is a
challenging future work when developing hierarchical decoding approaches.
Long-term Dependency and Scalability It is challenging
for neural encoders to capture long-term dependency, especially when clinical notes are extremely long documents.
Self-attention-based models that succeed in sentence understanding have scalability issues due to the complexity of selfattention. Although some remedies attempt to make selfattention more efficient in the NLP community, few studies
have been done in the context of medical coding. Also, recent deep learning models are becoming increasingly large.
Future work should consider the scalability issue when dealing with long clinical documents and high-dimensional medical codes.
Interpretability Existing models with a certain level of
explanation are post-hoc studies, for example, by interpreting the predictions through the visualization of attention
weights [Feucht et al., 2021]. It is indeed important to understand the model’s prediction and prioritized features learned
by the model. However, the medical coding model is still a
black box. Thus, further work should focus more on interpretability that can improve the transparency of neural medical coding models.
Updated Guidelines and Data Shift Coding guidelines are
usually updated frequently. The changes in guidelines should
be considered in developing automated medical coding tools
to facilitate the updated workflows at hospitals. clinical practice changes all the time. For example, new pandemic might
lead to significant changes in the health systems. Medical
coding models should also be able to be robust to data shift.

5

Conclusion

Recent years have witnessed increasing attention to the problem of automated medical coding. This paper reviews automated medical coding from an exciting perspective that
unifies existing deep learning-based models into an encoderdecoder framework. Specifically, we discuss 1) neural encoders with recurrent and convolutional networks and neural attention mechanism and hierarchical encoders typically
used for long clinical notes; 2) mechanisms to build deep architectures, including simple stacking, embedding injection,
and residual connection; 3) decoder modules with linear layers, neural attention, hierarchical and multitask decoders; 4)
the usage of auxiliary information such as Wikipedia articles,
code description, and code hierarchy. Besides, we introduce
data for medical coding, the evaluation of medical coding
models, and real-world practice. We summarize the limitation and point out future research directions at the end of this
review.
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